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What are you? A leader or a follower?
We can all become leaders and also followers. Both are important but the leader sets the good
If you think you are not a good leader, maybe you should have a self-improvement seminar.
Self-improvement seminar for leaders is training them to be good to the followers.

There are a variety of self-improvement seminar for you. But leadership training seminar is th
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What are you? A leader or a follower?
We can all become leaders and also followers. Both are important but the leader sets the good
If you think you are not a good leader, maybe you should have a self-improvement seminar.
Self-improvement seminar for leaders is training them to be good to the followers.

There are a variety of self-improvement seminar for you. But leadership training seminar is th

In order to be a great leader, one must possess various qualities that will attract followers.
1. Charisma- charismatic leaders have the gift to touch people through their choice of words.

2. Positive Attitude - A leader who has a positive attitude will influence his/her followers t

Mothers, fathers, or elementary teachers appear and are viewed as role models to the young chi

These role models are the first leaders they encounter in life. Children become very dependent
If a parent is nurturing and loving to their child, they will thrive under this encouragement.

If a school teacher provides a positive learning experience to the child, they will succeed an
3. Motivation - In an athletic world, a motivating leader could be a coach, trainer or even a
If a coach can not produce a winning team, his job is at stake. A coach´s motivation involves

Motivation also correlates with having a positive attitude. When a coach has a positive attitu

4. Assertiveness - A leader has the responsibility to guide the direction of his or her compan

An assertive leader has the ability to convey enforcement without being too autocratic or thre

Furthermore, an assertive leader should not make his subordinates feel like they´re in a hosti

Self-improvement is important for leaders. Attending self-improvement seminars may be a good h
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